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Mark's Note
"I know that many of my clients use Insights so I thought it would be useful
for us to share a resource they have put together which Africans United's
Michelle Ashen has shared with you all. I have discovered the value and the
importance of knowing yourself and how much that can help you unlock
your own potential. I have a feeling that you find this resource interesting
and that you're curious about what else we can do to support you in building
high performing teams."

"I have experienced many psychometric and psychological preference tools as a means to
better know ones self, but nothing compares to Insights. I have witnessed how individuals
are able to turn their lives around in the ways that matter most, just by knowing ones self

a whole lot better! I have a feel this will get you thinking, especially if what you are looking
for are sustainable interventions that last. Mark is an expert at co-creating these solutions

with his clients. Talk to him about his weekly / monthly interventions!" Michelle Ashen,
founder of NPO Africans United - Insights partner and distributor.

From Our              partner

Contact Mark today for ideas on building self aware teams! From team actuations to team
interactions, building self aware teams can be a fun way to improve your company

performance and the ability to collaborate in effectively solving problems and creating results
that enhance shareholder value. If you already make use of Insights in your team, make sure

to email us so that we can continue you to share with you tools and approaches to get the
most out of your profile - for FREE. For more information on creating a self awareness

profile with Insights, email us and together with Africans United, we will make it happen.
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CONTACT US TODAY!


